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Notes:
1. Concurrent Check-outs via Self-check do not check for patron item limits

(CIRC-1345)
Vince:

● Had a chance to read the description and the comments of the ticket.
● Discussed with Harry and Khalilah.
● Is this a blocker for SHL’s go-live?

Gang Zhou: No. We can fix the issue temporarily and locally. My concern is the
mechanism of folio. We hope the community can confirm whether it is a bug that can be
fixed in the Circulation module.
Vince:

● Have you determined if this is a bug with the Circulation App or the SIP
configuration?

Gang Zhou: I think this is in the Circulation App.
Vince:

● It’s too late to include it in the Kiwi release. We would have to delay the Kiwi
release if we wanted to include a solution to this problem.

● Three steps are needed:
○ Do the research and identify the cause of the bug;
○ Figure out how to fix it and when;
○ Figure out who will fix it.

● There is a possibility that the Vega team could look into this to identify where the
problem is. But it might be difficult for the Vega team to commit to fixing it
themselves.

● The Shanghai team probably needs to solve the problem on the self-check
machines temporarily so that the community will have more time to investigate it
and fix it.

Gang Zhou: We configured the self-check machines so that they can send requests by
sequence. So it’s not urgent. Thank you for confirming that this is a bug.
Vince: We need to rewrite the circulation app at some point and formulate a different
workflow for how the checkout happens. There’s an opportunity to use this as a

https://issues.folio.org/browse/CIRC-1345


justification to rework the circulation workflow. But this work won’t happen
immediately.
Gang Zhou: Do you think it will affect the performance of the folio circulation?
Vince: There’s fixing of the particular existing issues with the circulation code. We are
not aware of where the bug is and can’t say what the solution has to do. There’s certainly
a possibility to insert certain steps into the workflow to solve the problem. The extra steps
may cause additional latency. But the solution would allow parallel rather than sequential
processing which may offset that latency. If you run concurrently, you can save time
there. It might still be faster overall. Don’t know for sure.
Gang Zhou: Is the Vega team responsible for circulation?
Vince: Khaliliah asked the Vega team to investigate, but the team doesn't necessarily
commit to fix the problem.
Lucy: Khalilah created a group chat and included the Vega team in the discussion. I
asked her to invite Gang Zhou so that he can provide additional clarifications if needed.
We also see a lot of people watching the ticket on Jira. I will let Gang Zhou know if I
hear any updates.
Note: Here is the response Lucy received from the Vega team after the meeting.

Sha Jiang: I noticed the synchronization problem also existing in other modules. It’s not
unique to Circulation. Will the community also check other modules?
Vince:

● Do you mean this problem is caused by http protocol? I am not sure. We don’t
know the cause of the problem yet.

● I don’t know if this is a sip2 problem or a circulation problem. We still can’t
exclude the possibility that there is a problem with the sip2 implementation and
the sip2 configuration passes the problem to circulation.



● If this is a problem with http, I would suppose you have noticed it before. When
did you notice the problem?

Gang Zhou: About one or two weeks ago.
Lucy: SHL will apply the temporary solution locally and give the Vega team some time
to investigate. Then we’ll see how to go forward from there.

2. LDP
Gang Zhou: Any updates about LDP? Is LDP a separate project?
Vince:

● There are two parts: the LDP App and the LDP system.
● LDP is outside FOLIO, a separate project. LDP is a monolithic database for

reporting purposes
● Recently, LDP App was added to FOLIO as a very simple application. Its

responsibility is to form a query and send the query to the remote LDP system to
get a response that is exposed in the FOLIO UI. It’s simple now. It can’t do joins.
But it can access tables in the LDP which are pre-calculated join tables. The LDP
App will be in FOLIO. But it does not do anything by itself. It needs to be
connected to the LDP system, which has to be independently set
up/deployed/configured to work with FOLIO.

Gang Zhou: So LDP is a different infrastructure and is not controlled by the FOLIO
community?
Vince: Corrent.
Lucy: Is LDP included in EBSCO’s hosting services?
Vince: When the LDP App is included in the Folio release, it will be available in the
FOLIO distribution. The LDP App is in Kiwi, but the LDP server system is not. So the
LDP App could be in the package, but it can’t do anything unless it connects to the LDP
system. LDP is not included in the EBSCO hosting services.
Lucy: EBSCO is providing two standard packages to the libraries: Full and ERM. How
should we understand the Full hosting service? Must the libraries use all the Apps in the
packages?
Vince: Folio ERM is mostly a transitional Folio offering. Libraries may not be ready to
migrate from their current ILS to Folio. However, they may be missing ERM
functionality in their current ILS. Folio ERM allows them to have ERM functionality,
before completely moving to Folio. In the Folio Full package, the libraries can still
choose what Apps they use. They don’t necessarily use all the Apps in the package.


